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1 Background

Algorithmic information theory (AIT) is the result of combining Shannon's information

theory and Turing's computability theory. In algorithmic information theory, the pri-

mary concept is to measure the complexity of a individual object by the size in bits

of the smallest program for computing it. This notion is also known as information-

theoretic complexity or Kolmogorov complexity. This �eld is independently introduced

by A.N.Kolmogorov, A.N.Kolmogorov, R.J.Solomono�, G.J.Chaitin.

Later on, the pre�x complexity (AIT2) was introduced. It was �rst introduced by

L.A.Levin and G.J.Chaitin in 1970s. The strategy is to measure the program size com-

plexity by (Chaitin) machine having the pre�x-free set as its domain. AIT2 has nicer

mathematical properties than the original AIT, and has therefore become something of

standard in the �eld.

One of important results in AIT is the Algorithmic Coding Theorem. According to the

Algorithmic Coding Theorem, the complexity of any universal machine is asymptotically

optimal (i.e.optimal up to at most a constant) with respect to the entropy of the machine's

algorithmic probabilities.

In order to make this result more general, we are interested in a class of machines,

not necessarily universal, and any semi-distribution, an unknown constant. So, the aim of

this thesis is, after adequately investigating and considering fundamental properties of the

noiseless coding and the program-size complexity with Chaitin machine, to investigate a

class of machines satisfying the Algorithmic Coding Theorem, not necessarily universal,

any semi-distribution. Finally, we characterize all machines satisfying the Algorithmic
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Coding Theorem, and we show a class of machines satisfying the Algorithmic Coding

Theorem with constant c = 0.

2 Noiseless Coding

We give de�nitions of the pre�x-free sets, pre�x codes and Shannon's entropy, and show

the mainly property of the pre�x code. Properties are that the pre�x-code is the unique-

ness of decodability, that the set of the pre�x code-strings (pre�x-free set) satisfy Kraft's

inequality and that the average lengths of the pre�x code-strings is about equal to the

Shannon' entropy.

3 Program-size Complexity

In order to measure the content of information, we employ a special model of deterministic

Turing machine computation, namely Chaitin machines M having pre�x-free domains.

The complexity HM(x) of a string x is de�ned as the size in bits of the smallest program

p for computing x by the Chaitin machine M；

HM(x) = minfjpj j M(p) = xg:

AIT come from the Invariance Theorem as the following.

For a universal machine U , for every machine M , there exists a constant c � 0 for each

�nite object (string) x,

HU(x) � HM(x) + c:

It means that each object (string) x has an intrinsic complexity which is independent from

the ways U; M of description. Hence, we can measure a program-size complexity by �xing

the universal machine. There exist the other important properties in non-computability of

program-size complexity, computability of approximations of the program-size complexity,

and so on.

We give two important theorems, in AIT.

One is the Kraft-Chaitin Theorem:

Given a recursively enumerable (r.e.) set S = f(xi; ni) 2 �� � N j i � 0g such thatP
i 2

�ni � 1, we can e�ectively construct a machine M satisfying M(ui) = xi, juij = ni

for all i.

The other is, by using Kraft-Chaitin Theorem,

the Algorithmic Coding Theorem:

The complexity HU(x) for any universal machine U are asymptotically optimal (i.e.

optimal up to at most a constant) with respect to the emtropy of the machine's algorithmic

probabilities PU ,

HU(x) � � logPU(x) + (1 + c):

HU(x) = minfjuj j U(u) = xg; PU(x) =
X

U(u)=x

2�juj

We make this result more general.
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4 Characterization

We investigate Chaitin machine satisfying the Algorithmic Coding Theorem conditions

under a given semi-distribution P ,

We give the basic result:

When P is a semi-distribution and S � �� � N and a constant c � 0 such

that the following two conditions are satis�ed for every x 2 ��:

(1)
P

(x;n)2S 2
�n � P (x);

(2) for all n 2 N; if P (x) > 2�n; then there exist some k � n +

c such that (x; k) 2 S and k.

Then, there exists a machine M (depending upon S ) such that for all x 2 ��,

� logP (x) � HM(x) � (1 + c)� logP (x):

By using this result, we investigate under variable conditions.

When P is a semi-distribution semi-computable from below, there exists a machine

M satisfying the Algorithmic Coding Theorem with c = 1.When P is a computable semi-

distribution, there exists a machine M satisfying the Algorithmic Coding Theorem with

c = 1.

Finally, a class of the machines satisfying the Algorithmic Coding Theorem satisfy the

following condition that there exists constant c � 0 for all natural n, if PM(x) > 2�n,

then HM(x) � n + c.

Furthermore, a class of the machines satisfying the Algorithmic Coding Theorem with

c = 0 was under condition that for all di�erent programs u 6= u
0, M(u) = M(u0) implies

juj 6= ju0j.
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